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Abstract
In this note, the cyclic homology of quiver algebras with quadratic monomial relations over a
eld are computed. This is done by using a mixed complex due to Cibils. An associated spectral
sequence is considered, which converges to the cyclic homology. The E1-term of this is calculated
with the aid of the author’s earlier work on the Hochschild homology of these algebras. The
E2-term is then calculated, and since all higher dierentials in the spectral sequence vanishes, the
homology spaces can be determined from it. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 16E40; 19D55
1. Introduction
The main result of this paper is the computation of the cyclic homology of quadratic
monomial algebras; i.e., algebras of the form k=I , where k is a eld,  is a nite
quiver and I is an ideal which is generated by a subset of the paths of length two in
. This class of algebras contains the class of basic nite-dimensional algebras over a
eld, whose Jacobson radical squares to zero. The cyclic homology of this latter class
of algebras has been computed by Cibils [3].
The Hochschild homology of quadratic monomial algebras was computed in
Skoldberg [6] by using an explicit description of P, the minimal Ae-projective resolu-
tion of A. The construction in [6] is a special case of the construction of the minimal
projective resolution of a general monomial algebra given by Bardzell [1]. The com-
plex A⊗Ae P could then be decomposed into a direct sum of subcomplexes, suciently
small to admit a direct computation of HH(A). In the case where the ground ring
k contains the rationals, the cyclic homology of A can actually be read o from this
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result, and the aim of this note is to complete the picture by computing the cyclic
homology of A when k is an arbitrary eld.
This will be done using a mixed complex constructed in Cibils [3]. Associated to
this mixed complex, there is a double complex whose total homology is the cyclic
homology of our algebra A. If one considers one of the spectral sequences associated
to this double complex, the E1-term consists of Hochschild homology spaces of A.
We would then like to use the results from [6] to compute the E2-term; but to do
this we need cycle representatives for the Hochschild homology in the E1-term. By
constructing chain maps between a reduced form of the two-sided bar construction
of A, taken from Cibils [2] we make the minimal resolution a retract of this bar
construction. This enables us to embed the cycle representatives from the complex
A ⊗Ae P into the columns of the double complex, so we may calculate the E2-term
of the spectral sequence. Finally we will see that, in fact the E2-term is equal to the
E1-term, so we can read o the cyclic homology from the E2-term. We round o
with a small concrete example of a quadratic monomial algebra to which we apply the
results.
2. Splitting o
In order to be able to recall the description of the resolution from [6] we introduce
some notation that we will keep throughout the note. Let  be a nite quiver with
vertex set 0 and arrow set 1. We denote the origin and terminus of an arrow a 2 1
by o(a) and t(a), respectively. A path in  is a sequence of arrows a1    an, such
that t(ai) = o(ai+1) for i = 1; : : : ; n − 1. The length of a path , denoted by jj, is
n if  = a1    an with ai 2 1. The set of all paths of length n is denoted by n.
If  = a1    an,  = b1    bm, with t(an) = o(b1) then  denotes the composite path
a1    anb1    bm. A vertex e 2 0 will be considered as a path of length zero with
o(e) = t(e) = e.
By adjoining a new element ?, we will make the paths in  into a semigroup that
will be called ^. Thus, set
^= f?g [
1[
i=0
i;
this set will be a semigroup with the multiplication dened by
  =

 if t() = o();
? otherwise; ;  2
1[
i=0
i;
and
?  =   ?=?;  2 ^:
Let k be a eld of characteristic , we then form the semigroup algebra k^. The path
algebra k is now dened as k^=(?). This is then a ^-graded algebra with a basis
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consisting of the paths in . By a coarsening of this grading, k gets an N-grading,
where kn has a basis consisting of all paths of length n.
Let I an ideal in the quiver algebra k generated by quadratic monomials, i.e., paths
of length two in . Note that k is naturally a k0 bimodule via the multiplication.
When a monomial s is a subword of a monomial u, i.e., when rst = u for some
monomials r and t, we will use the notation s  u.
Let us now set A= k=I , A is then a quadratic monomial algebra; it has a canonical
k-basis consisting of the monomials which are not members of the ideal I , so a typical
basis element is of the form a1a2    an where ai 2 1 and aiai+1 62 I . We can to A
associate its Koszul dual A! which is dened by A! = k=J , where J is generated by
all m 2 2 such that m 62 I .
Since both the ideals I and J are ^-graded, the algebras A and A! become ^-graded
as well, and by the coarsening also N-graded, this will be called the internal grading.
For an N-graded vector space, we dene V+ by V+ =
‘
i1 Vi, similarly for an integer
n, Vn is dened by Vn =
‘
in Vi.
We will also give both A and its dual A! another N-grading called the homological
grading by assigning to a basis element a1    an of A homological degree 0, and to a
basis element b1    bn of A! homological degree n.
If V is a homologically graded vector space, then V [i] is dened by V [i]n = Vn−i,
the subscript refers here to the homological degree.
For two elements x; y, homogeneous with respect to the homological grading, in a bi-
graded algebra, we dene their graded commutator [x; y] by [x; y] = xy −
(−1)homdeg(x)homdeg(y)yx, where homdeg(y) is the homological degree, and we extend
this denition bilinearly to any pair of elements. If A is a bigraded algebra we can
form the vector space of commutators
[A; A] = spankf[x; y] j x; y 2 Ag:
It is important to note that this is only a vector space and not an ideal in A. The
commutator space [A; A] is N-graded, with the grading inherited from k, but it is not
^-graded. It has however a ner grading than the N-grading that we will dene in a
moment.
The cycles of length n in , denoted by cn, is the subset of n consisting of cycles
in the quiver, i.e., paths which start and end in the same vertex. The period of a cycle
, is the smallest integer i, such that =j for a cycle  of length i; the notation used
is per = i.
The cyclic group of order n, with generator g, Cn, acts on cn by the obvious action;
ga1    an−1an = ana1    an−1. The set of orbits under this action is then denoted by
cn=Cn. For convenience we will let C0 denote the one element group, so we identify
c0=C0 with 
c
0 = 0. We will write 
c
=C for the union of all 
c
n=Cn.
Now, if [; ] 6= 0 for ;  basis elements of A, with jj = n, then there are two
possibilities, either [; ] is equal to one of  and , or  is a cycle which
implies that neither of  and  is zero. Conversely, all non-cyclic paths in  are
members of [A; A]. When we form the quotient A=[A; A] this means that all non-cyclic
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paths are identied with 0, and if =mod [A; A] for ;  6= 0, then  and  lie in the
same orbit in c=C, so A=[A; A] is graded by the set 
c
=C. By A
[A;A] we denote the
kernel of the map A! A, a1a2    an 7! a1a2    an+(−1)nana1a2    an−1. This vector
space is also c=C-graded.
We are now in a position where we can describe the Ae-projective resolution of A,
P! A. Dene Pn = A⊗k0 A!n ⊗k0 A and dene the dierential on the basis elements
by
dn(a⊗ x1    xn ⊗ b) = ax1 ⊗ x2    xn ⊗ b+ (−1)na⊗ x1    xn−1 ⊗ xnb:
All modules in this complex are ^-graded, and the dierential respects this degree.
We will now give comparison maps between P and another resolution of A, denoted
by Q which was constructed by Cibils in [2]. Recall that
Qn = A⊗k0 A
⊗nk0
+ ⊗k0 A;
where the subscript ‘+’ refers to the internal degree, and
dn(a0[a1j : : : jan]an+1)
= a0a1[a2j : : : jan]an+1 +
n−1X
i=1
(−1)ia0[a1j : : : jaiai+1j : : : jan]an+1
+ (−1)na0[a1j : : : jan−1]anan+1;
where we have used the bar notation a0[a1j : : : jan]an+1 for the element a0⊗ a1⊗    ⊗
an⊗ an+1. A k-basis for A⊗k0 A
⊗nk0
+ ⊗k0 A is given by the elements a0[a1j : : : jan]an+1
where all ai’s are basis elements for A such that the terminus of ai equals the origin
of ai+1 and jaij  1 for i = 1; : : : ; n.
Note that this is almost the ordinary normalised bar construction, but tensoring over
k0 instead of over k proves to be very valuable.
Thus we state the rst result,
Theorem 1. Dene maps  : P! Q and  : Q! P by
(m⊗ x1    xn ⊗ n) = m[x1j : : : jxn]n;
and
(a0[a1j : : : jan]an+1) =
X
a1an
jj=n
=a1an
a0⊗  ⊗ an+1:
Then  and  are graded Ae-linear quasi-isomorphims such that = id.
Proof. The fact that  is a chain map is rather evident. We will check that  is a
chain map by establishing the fact for degrees 1, 2, and 3 separately. So let us check
degree 1 for a basis element [x1    xm]:
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d[x1    xm] = d
mX
i=1
x1    xi−1 ⊗ xi ⊗ xi+1    xm
=
mX
i=1
x1    xi ⊗ xi+1    xm −
mX
i=1
x1    xi−1 ⊗ xi    xm
= x1    xm ⊗ 1− 1⊗ x1    xm = x1    xm[ ]− [ ]x1    xm
= d[x1    xm]:
Now we check on a basis element [x1    xijxi+1    xm] in degree 2. Suppose that
xixi+1 2 I , then
d[x1    xijxi+1    xm] = dx1    xi−1 ⊗ xixi+1 ⊗ xi+2    xm
= x1    xi ⊗ xi+1 ⊗ xi+2    xm + x1    xi−1 ⊗ xi ⊗ xi+1    xm
=x1    xi[xi+1    xm] + [x1    xi]xi+1    xm
=d[x1    xijxi+1    xm]:
For xixi+1 62 I we get
d[x1    xijxi+1    xm]
=x1    xi[xi+1    xm]− [x1    xixi+1    xm] + [x1    xi]xi+1    xm
=
mX
j=i+1
x1    xj−1 ⊗ xj ⊗ xj+1    xm −
mX
j=1
x1    xj−1 ⊗ xj ⊗ xj+1    xm
+
iX
j=1
x1    xj−1 ⊗ xj ⊗ xj+1    xm
=0 = d[x1    xijxi+1    xm]:
Finally we consider degrees  3. Let y = [a1j : : : jan] be a basis element such that
(y) 6= 0, then y is of the form [ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxnb] where all xjxj+1 2 I . Thus
d[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxnb] = da⊗ x1    xn ⊗ b
= ax1 ⊗ x2    xn ⊗ b+ (−1)na⊗ x1    xn−1 ⊗ xnb
=ax1[x2j : : : jxn−1jxnb] + (−1)n[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1]xnb
=d[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxnb]:
Next we check the basis elements y which satises (y) = 0 and if d(y) =
P
z czz
where z runs through the basis elements of the next lower homological degree and
cz 2 k, then not all of (z) are zero. These elements are on one of the forms
[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxna0ja00] or [aja0x1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxna00];
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where all xjxj+1 2 I , such that either ja0j 6= 0, or xna0a00 62 I (or aa0x1 62 I respectively).
We assume it to be of the rst kind:
d[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxna0ja00]
=ax1[x2j : : : jxn−1jxna0ja00] + (−1)n[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxna0a00]
+ (−1)n+1[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxna0]a00
=(−1)na⊗ x1    xn ⊗ a0a00 + (−1)n+1a⊗ x1    xn ⊗ a0a00
=0 = d[ax1jx2j : : : jxn−1jxna0ja00]:
The computation for elements of the second kind is similar.
The fact that  and  are quasi-isomorphisms follows by observing that 0 = 0 = id,
and applying the comparison theorem. And, nally it is evident that = id.
3. The mixed complex
These quasi-isomorphisms now give rise to quasi-isomorphisms =id⊗ and =id⊗
between the complexes A⊗AeQ and A⊗AeP. This result will thus enable us to construct
cycle representatives for the Hochschild homology of A in the Hochschild complex.
But rst of all we must observe that both complexes are naturally c=C-graded, and
the maps  and  respect these gradings. This means that
A⊗Ae Qn ’ A⊗ke0 A
⊗nk0
+ ’
a
2c=C
(A⊗ke0 A
⊗nk0
+ );
where a basis for the  component is given by the elements a0[a1j : : : jan] such that aj
is a basis element in A for each j, and a0a1    an=gi for some i (the product a0    an
is taken in k). Similarly, for the complex A ⊗Ae P, we have A ⊗Ae Pn ’ A ⊗ke0 A!n,
and the -component is spanned by the basis elements a⊗ b where a is basis element
in A, b basis element in A!, and ab=gi for some i (the product ab is taken in k). It
is easy to see that this really is a decomposition into subcomplexes, and furthermore,
the maps  and  respect this decomposition.
Before carrying on with the computation of the cyclic homology, let us recall
Kassel’s concept of mixed complexes (see Kassel [4] or Loday’s book [5, Section
2:5]), and a specic mixed complex constructed by Cibils [3] which we will use.
Denition 1 (Kassel [4]). A mixed complex (C; b; B) is a family fCngn0 of k-modules
together with endomorphisms b of degree −1 and B of degree +1, fullling the
identities
b2 = B2 = bB+ Bb= 0:
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This means that we may naturally associate a double complex BC to a mixed
complex, in which BCp;q=Cq−p; and we dene the ordinary homology of C; HH(C)
to be H(C; b), and the cyclic homology of C; HC(C) to be H(TotBC).
After this, we may now recall the construction of Cibils’ mixed complex from [3].
Theorem 2 (Cibils [2]). Let  be a nite quiver; k be a eld; and = k=I for I a
homogeneous ideal. Dene the mixed complex (Ck0 (); b; B) by
Ck0 ()n = ⊗ke0 
⊗nk0
+ ;
and
b(a0[a1j : : : jan]) = a0a1[a2j : : : jan]
+
n−1X
i=1
(−1)ia0[a1j : : : jaiai+1j : : : jan] + (−1)nana0[a1j : : : jan−1];
B(a0[a1j : : : jan]) =
nX
i=1
(−1)in[aij : : : janja0j : : : jai−1]:
Then HHn(Ck0 ()) = HHn() and HCn(Ck0 ()) = HCn().
4. A spectral sequence
We may now observe that if A=k=I is a quadratic monomial algebra, then the map
B in (Ck0 (A); b; B) respects the 
c
=C-grading, so if we lter the total complex TotBC
by the column ltration, the resulting spectral sequence is actually a spectral sequence
of c=C-graded modules. Thus, HC(A) is an Nc=C-graded vector space, where the
N-grading is the usual homological grading, and the c=C-grading is inherited from
the grading of A. Since BC is a rst quadrant double complex, the spectral sequence
converges. The E0-page is now given by E0p;q;  = Ck0 (A)q−p; , and the dierential is
the vertical dierential: d0p;q;  = bq−p; . Thus the E
1-term of this spectral sequence is
E1p;q;  = HHq−p; (A).
Let us now investigate the exact behaviour of the E1-term of this spectral sequence.
We start out by considering c0=C0-degrees: let e 2 0, then by [6, Theorem 4] we get
that
E1p;q;e =
(
k if p= q  0;
0 otherwise:
From this it is clear that E1p;q;e=E
1
p;q;e, so we may turn to 
c
q=Cq-degrees where q> 0.
We will dene two important subsets of c=C, the rst A
c
=C will be the set of
orbits  2 c=C such that all representatives  of  have non-zero image in A. For
= a1a2    an this is equivalent to that all products a1a2; a2a3; : : : ; an−1an and ana1 are
not members of the ideal I . The other subset, A!c =C is dened completely analogously.
The intersection Ac=C \ A!c =C consists of 0 and c1.
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When computing the E1 term of the spectral sequence in these degrees, we rst of
all suppose that  2 Ac=C, with = x1    xn. Then, by [6, Theorem 4] we get
E1p;q;  =
8>><
>>:
(A=[A; A]) if q− p= 0 and p  0;
(A[A;A]) if q− p= 1 and p  0;
0 otherwise:
It is worth to note that for  2 Ac=C, (A=[A; A]) ’ (A[A;A]) ’ k.
Furthermore by scrutinizing the proof we get cycle representatives for the homology
which we embed in Ck0 (A) by the map  getting the representatives
x1    xn[ ] when q− p= 0;
per X
i=1
xi    xnx1    xi−2[xi−1] when q− p= 1:
Let us now turn to the degrees  2 A!c =C, with = x1    xn; by looking at the proof
of [6, Theorem 4] get the following:
E1p;q;  =
8>><
>>:
(A!=[A!; A!]) if q− p= jj − 1 and p  0;
(A![A
! ; A!]) if q− p= jj and p  0;
0 otherwise:
In this case we have that (A!=[A!; A!]) ’ (A![A! ;A!]) ’ k if char k = 2; jj is odd, or
per  is even. In all other cases (A!=[A!; A!]) ’ (A![A
! ;A! ]
) ’ 0.
If E1;;  is non-zero, our canonical cycle representatives for the generators will be
x1[x2j : : : jxn] when q− p= jj − 1;
per X
i=1
(−1)i(n+1)[xij : : : jxnjx1j : : : jxi−2jxi−1] when q− p= jj:
Finally, for the degrees  where  62 Ac=C [ A!c =C, we know [6, Theorem 4]
that they do not contribute to the Hochschild homology, and hence for these degrees
E1p;q;  = 0.
Now when we have computed the E1 term of the spectral sequence, it is time to
turn to the E2 term. We know that d1p;q :E
1
p;q ! E1p−1; q is actually induced by the
horizontal dierential in BCk0 (A), which is the map B.
So rst of all we will let  2 Ac=C and then have a look of what B does to the
generator in E1p;p; , when p  1;
B(x1    xn[ ])=  B(x1    xn[ ])
=  ([x1    xn]) =
nX
i+1
xi+1    xnx1    xi−1[xi]:
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So we may conclude that the E1-page in degree  looks like
0 0 k m 
B
k 0
0 k m 
B
k 0 0
0 k 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
where the bottom left k lies in bidegree (0,0) and m= jj=per .
The only nonzero dierentials in the E1-page are thus
d1p;p;  : E
1
p;p;  ’ (A=[A; A]) m!(A=[A; A]) ’ E1p−1;p; :
This map is obviously an isomorphism unless  = char k divides jj=per , in which
case it is zero. The kernel of this map can thus be identied with the submodule of
A=[A; A] consisting of the image of the composite map
(A) ! A ! (A=[A; A]):
For bidegree-reasons it is clear that the dierentials drp;q;  = 0 for all p; q; , when
r  2. This gives that
E1p;q;  = E
2
p;q;  =
8>><
>>:
(A=[A; A]) if p= q= 0;
(A=(A \ [A; A])) if 0  q− p  1; q  0;
0 otherwise:
(1)
Having calculated this, we now turn our attention towards the task of determining
the E2-term in degrees in A!c =C. Thus, let  2 A!c =C, and let us suppose that E1;; 
is not identically zero. Then we must calculate the action of d1 on the generator in
E1p;p+jj−1; , when p  1.
B(x1[x2j : : : jxn]) =
nX
i=1
(−1)i(n−1)[xij : : : jxnjx0j : : : jxi−1]:
So, similarly to the previous case we get the E1-page in degree  as
0 0 k m 
B
k 0
0 k m 
B
k 0 0
0 k 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
with m = jj=per , but the bottom left hand k is now located in bidegree (0; jj − 1).
So similarly to before we arrive at the conclusion
E1p;q;  = E
2
p;q;  =
8>><
>>:
(A!=[A!; A!]) if p= 0 and q= jj − 1;
(A!=(A! \ [A!; A!])) if jj − 1  q− p  jj; q  jj;
0 otherwise:
(2)
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Also for cycles in A!c =C, the higher dierentials vanish. When it nally comes to the
degrees not in any of Ac=C and A
!c
 =C, we do not have to bother about them, since
already the E1-term is zero.
5. The main result
All that remains is to sum everything up, and in nite characteristic we get the
following theorem (recall the dierent bigradings given to A and A!, and that ‘[ − i]’
denotes a shift in the homological grading, and note that subscripts ‘ 1’, ‘ 2’ refers
to the internal degree).
Theorem 3. Let A ’ k=I be a quadratic monomial algebra; where k is a eld of
characteristic > 0; the cyclic homology of A is then given by
HC(A)’
1a
i=0
k0[− 2i] (A=[A; A])1  (A!=[A!; A!])2

1a
i=1
(A=(A \ [A; A]))1[− i]

1a
i=1
(A!=(A! \ [A!; A!]))1[− i]:
Proof. Since we are dealing with k-vector spaces we have isomorphisms of N 
cn=Cn-graded vector spaces:
HC(A) ’
a

(HC(A)) ’
a
p;q0
a

E1p;q; : (3)
Since the dierentials dr in the spectral sequence vanish for r  2 we have
E1p;q;  = E
2
p;q; :
First of all we consider the degrees  with jj= 0, so = e 2 0:a
p;q0
a
e20
E2p;q;e ’
a
p0
a
e20
E2p;p;e ’
a
p0
k0[− 2p]: (4)
Both k and k0 are regarded as concentrated in homological degree zero.
From now on we will only consider degrees  with jj  1. Furthermore we can
decompose the direct sum in (3) according to the sets Ac=C and A
!c
 =C. Remembering
that cycles outside these sets do not contribute to the homology, and that A!c =C n
Ac=C = A
!c
2=C2, we geta
p;q0
a
jj1
E2p;q;  ’
a
2Ac=C
jj1
a
p;q0
E2p;q;  
a
2A!c =C
jj2
a
p;q0
E2p;q; : (5)
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The rst of the summands in the right-hand side of (5) can be further rearranged,
remember that Ep;q;  = 0 for q− p> 1 and q− p< 0:
a
2Ac=C
jj1
2
4E20;0;  a
p>0
E2p;p;  
a
p0
E2p;p+1; 
3
5
’
a
2Ac=C
jj1
2
4(A=[A; A]) a
i1
(A=(A \ [A; A]))[− i]
3
5
’ (A=[A; A])1 
a
i1
(A=(A \ [A; A]))1[− i]: (6)
The A!c =C-degrees are similarly dealt with, recalling that Ep;q;  = 0 for p< jj and
for q− p> 1 and q− p< 0:
a
2A!c =C
jj2
2
4E2jj; jj;   a
p>jj
E2p;p;  
a
pjj
E2p;p+1; 
3
5
’
a
2A!c =C
jj2
2
4(A!=[A!; A!]) a
i1
(A!=(A! \ [A!; A!]))[− i]
3
5
’ (A!=[A!; A!])2 
a
i1
(A!=(A! \ [A!; A!]))1[− i]: (7)
Adding up the spaces from (4), (6), and (7) then gives the result.
We may now also treat the case of char k = 0. As hinted at in the introduction this
could also easily be derived from [6, Theorem 4] with the help of Connes’ long exact
sequence and an inductive argument.
Theorem 4. Let A ’ k=I be a quadratic monomial algebra; where k is a eld of
characteristic 0; the cyclic homology of A is then given by
HC(A) ’
1a
i=0
k0[− 2i] (A=[A; A])1  (A!=[A!; A!])2:
Proof. The only dierence from the case of nite characteristic is that, for  2 Ac=C;
jj  1 we have E2p;q;  = 0 for (p; q) 6= (0; 0), and, for  2 A!c =C; jj  1, E2p;q;  = 0
for (p; q) 6= (0; jj − 1). The statement of the theorem then follows.
We round o with a small example which illustrates the theorem.
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Example 1. Let k be a eld of characteristic 3, and let  be the following quiver:
and I the ideal in k given by I = (x2; z2; wy; yz; wx; yw). If A= k=I , then A! = k=J ,
for J = (xy; zw). The basis elements of A+ are then x; y; z; w; xy; zw and the basis
elements of A!+ are x
i; y; zi; w; yzi; (yw)i ; wxi; (wy)i, for i  1. This means that
the commutator space [A; A]1 consists of the non-cycles y; w; xy; zw, so a basis
of (A=[A; A])1 is given by x; z. The commutator space ([A!; A!])1 has a basis con-
sisting of y; w; yzi; wxi; (yw)i − (wy)i ; z2i ; x2i ; i  1, so a basis for (A!=[A!; A!])1
is given by x2i−1; z2i−1; (wy)i ; i  1. Now A31 = 0 and A!31 has a basis consisting
of x3i ; z3i ; (yw)3i ; (wy)3i ; i  1. Thus (A!3=(A!3 \ [A!; A!]))1 has a basis consisting of
x6i−3; z6i−3; (yw)3i ; i  1.
The Hilbert series of the cyclic homology is thus given byX
i; j
dimk HCi;j(A)yjzi =
2
1− z2 + 2y +
2yz + y2z2
1− y2z2 +
2y3z4 + y6z7
(1− z)(1− y6z6) :
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